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Convergence Analysis of a Cooperative Diffusion
Gauss-Newton Strategy
Mou Wu, Naixue Xiong, Liansheng Tan
Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the convergence per-
formance of a cooperative diffusion Gauss-Newton (GN) method,
which is widely used to solve the nonlinear least squares problems
(NLLS) due to the low computation cost compared with Newton’s
method. This diffusion GN collects the diversity of temporal-
spatial information over the network, which is used on local
updates. In order to address the challenges on convergence
analysis, we firstly consider to form a global recursion relation
over spatial and temporal scales since the traditional GN is a
time iterative method and the network-wide NLLS need to be
solved. Secondly, the derived recursion related to the network-
wide deviation between the successive two iterations is ambiguous
due to the uncertainty of descent discrepancy in GN update step
between two versions of cooperation and non-cooperation. Thus,
an important work is to derive the boundedness conditions of
this discrepancy. Finally, based on the temporal-spatial recursion
relation and the steady-state equilibria theory for discrete dynam-
ical systems, we obtain the sufficient conditions for algorithm
convergence, which require the good initial guesses, reasonable
step size values and network connectivity. Such analysis provides
a guideline for the applications based on this diffusion GN
method.
Index Terms—Gauss-Newton method, diffusion algorithm, dis-
tributed estimation, adaptive networks, Nonlinear least squares.
I. INTRODUCTION
GAUSS-Newton method has found wide applications,such as deep learning in artificial intelligence and neural
network [1], [2], and parameter estimate in a networked system
[3]–[5]. Deriving from Newton’s method, GN algorithm dis-
cards the second-order terms in the computation of Hessian for
small residual NLLS problems, thereby resulting in saving in
computation. Such the amount of computations can be further
reduced via the mathematical process. In order to compute
easily the first derivative of objective function, the perturbed
GN method is proposed in [6], where a perturbed derivative
version substitutes the original one. The truncated GN method
[7] is proposed to implement the inexact update instead of
exact one. The truncated-perturbed GN method [7] integrates
the above two advantages into the update step.
Many scenarios can be modeled as the NLLS problem
depended on the performance of GN, such as computer vision
[8], image alignment and reconstruction [9], [10], network-
based localization [11], [12], signal processing for direction-
of-arrival estimation and frequency estimation [13], logistic
regression [14] and power system state estimation [4], [15],
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[16]. Despite the widespread utility, it is difficult for exploiting
the original GN method as a fully cooperative scheme for a
distributed network, since its iteration rule involves the matrix
inverse operator, which is ideally suited to be implemented in
a centralized way. However, for the well known advantages
such as load balancing and robustness, distributed algorithm
with the improvement of performance is preferred.
The purpose of this work is to analyze the convergence of a
cooperative diffusion GN strategy over a distributed network,
where every node sense the temporal data that is variable
over the spatial domain. Several diffusion GN methods [17],
[18] are proposed for solving the localization problem in
wireless sensor networks. However, they are centralized in
nature and implemented in a non-cooperativeway, in which the
local intermediate estimates are not shared over the diffusion
network.
Notation: The operator (·)T denotes the transpose for
matrix or vector, the operator (·)−1 denotes the inverse of
a non-singular matrix. The capital letters are used when the
matrices are denoted, while the small letters are used when
the vectors or scalars are denoted. The Euclidean norm of a
vector x is written as ‖x‖, 2-norm and Frobenius norm of a
matrix G is denoted by ‖G‖ and ‖G‖F , respectively. IN and
1N denote the N×N identity matrix and N×1 vector whose
every entry is 1, respectively. We will use subscripts k, l, u
and t to denote node, and superscript j, i to denote time.
II. DESCRIPTION OF COOPERATIVE DIFFUSION
GAUSS-NEWTON SOLUTION
A. Centralized solution
For an adaptive network represented by a set N =
{1, · · · , N} , we would like to estimate a M × 1 unknown
parameter vector x = [x1, · · · , xM ]T belonging to a closed
convex set X. Let f(x) = [f1(x), · · · , fN (x)]T : ℜM −→
ℜN be a continuous and differentiable global cost function
throughout the network, where fk(x) : ℜM −→ ℜ is the
individual cost function associated with node k ∈ N by
collecting the measurements from the related events. The
estimation problem can be formulated as
min
x
‖ f(x) ‖2 . (1)
By rewriting ‖f(x)‖2 =∑Nk=1 |fk(x)|2, the object of each
node in the network is to seek a M × 1 vector x that solve
the following Non-Linear Least Squares (NLLS) problem with
the form
min
x
N∑
k=1
|fk(x)|2. (2)
2The GN method is well recognized for solving NLLS
problems. Let us consider a fusion center (FC) that can
communicate with all nodes in the network. Given an initial
good guess x0, a centralized scheme can be implemented on
FC based on the GN update rule in an iterative way
xi+1 = xi − αidi, (3)
where xi is the estimation of x at iteration i, di denotes a
descent direction of GN, and αi is the step size parameter
that ensure xi+1 is nearer a stationary point than xi.
In this paper, we adopt the following assumption for the
above optimization problem.
Assumption 1.
(1) The stationary points xs ∈ ℜM that satisfy
∇f(xs) = 2FT (xs)f(xs) = 0
always exist, where F (x) is the Jacobian of f(x) with the
size N ×M and the entries F (x)k,l = ∂fk(x)/∂xl, 1 ≤ k ≤
N, 1 ≤ l ≤M .
(2) The notations λmin(·) and λmax(·) are denoted as the
minimum and maximum eigenvalues. For all x ∈ X and k ∈
N , let
Σmin = min
√
λmin(FT (x)F (x))
Σmax = max
√
λmax(FT (x)F (x)),
where 0 < Σmin < Σmax <∞.
Under Assumption 1, the approximate Hessian FT (x)F (x)
of f(x) is positive definite. Thereby, a local minimizer of f(x)
denoted by x∗ that belongs to the set of stationary points
always exist [19], [20]. Thus, the descent direction of GN
update is written as
di = [FT (xi)F (xi)]−1FT (xi)f(xi). (4)
By rewriting
F (x) = col{∂f1(x)
∂x
,
∂f2(x)
∂x
, · · · , ∂fN(x)
∂x
} (N ×M) (5)
and defining
Fk(x) ,
∂fk(x)
∂x
, (1×M) (6)
we get
di = [
N∑
k=1
FTk (x
i)Fk(x
i)]−1
N∑
k=1
FTk (x
i)fk(x
i). (7)
Therefore, we have the following GN iteration update
xi+1 = xi−αi[
N∑
k=1
FTk (x
i)Fk(x
i)]−1
N∑
k=1
FTk (x
i)fk(x
i). (8)
To successfully implement (8) in a centralized way, we
assume that the FC can communicate with all nodes over
network and the same initial estimate is given by x0k =
x0, k ∈ N . In the centralized GN algorithm, the computation
results of FTk (x
i)Fk(x
i) and FTk (x
i)fk(x
i) from each node
k are aggregated by the FC to obtain the new estimate xi+1
based on (8). Then the estimate xi+1 is returned to all nodes
until an appropriate termination condition is satisfied, for
example ‖xi+1 − xi‖ ≤ ε or i = I , where ε and I are the
predefined minimum norm decline and the maximum number
of iterations, respectively. Thus, the centralized GN includes
actually a step of diffusion for new estimate xi+1 form FC to
individual nodes.
In this paper, we adopt the constant step size αik = α ∈
(0, 1] for the subsequent development and analysis.
B. Diffusion Gauss-Newton
Consider the adaptive network N , where any node k at
time i receives a set of estimates {xil}l∈Nk from all its 1-
hop neighbors Nk including itself. Thus, the local estimates
{xil}l∈Nk is combined in a weighted combination way denoted
by
X ik =
∑
l∈Nk
cklx
i
l , (9)
where ckl is the weighted coefficient between node k and l ∈
Nk. And the conditions
∑
l∈Nk
ckl = 1 and ckl ∈ [0, 1] for l ∈ Nk (10)
is satisfied.
Once the aggregate estimate X ik is obtained as the local
weighted estimate, any node k in the network can implement
the GN update step as follows:
xi+1k = X ik − α[Qik(X )]−1qik(X ), (11)
where we define
Qik(X ) , FTl∈Nk(X il )Fl∈Nk (X il )
,
∑
l∈Nk
FTl (X il )Fl(X il ) (12)
and
qik(X ) , FTl∈Nk(X il )fl∈Nk(X il )
,
∑
l∈Nk
FTl (X il )fl(X il ). (13)
Removing the aggregate step of diffusion GN algorithm,
we obtain a non-cooperative diffusion GN algorithm, where
each node in the network acts as the FC to implement
the centralized GN by communicating with all immediate
neighbors. Its GN update step is given by
xi+1k = x
i
k − α[Qik(xik)]−1qik(xik), (14)
where we define
Qik(x
i
k) , F
T
l∈Nk
(xik)Fl∈Nk(x
i
k)
,
∑
l∈Nk
FTl (x
i
k)Fl(x
i
k)
(15)
and
qik(x
i
k) , F
T
l∈Nk(x
i
k)fl∈Nk(x
i
k)
,
∑
l∈Nk
FTl (x
i
k)fl(x
i
k).
(16)
Note that the expression on arguments in (12) (13) (15)
(16) shows the main difference between cooperative and non-
cooperative algorithms.
The question that remains is how well does the diffusion GN
algorithm perform in terms of its expected convergence behav-
ior. First, what are the sufficient conditions of convergence for
3the diffusion GN algorithm? Second, is better the diffusion GN
algorithm on convergence, compared with its non-cooperative
counterpart? In other words, what are the benefits of coopera-
tion? The following analysis and simulations will answer the
above questions.
III. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
A. Assumptions and data model
To proceed the analysis, several reasonable assumptions
need to be given as is commonly done in the literature [4],
[21].
Assumption 2.
(1) fl∈Nk(x
i
k) is bounded for all x
i
k ∈ X ⊂ RM near x∗,
and satisfies
‖fl∈Nk(xik)‖ ≤ emax
and
‖fl∈Nk(x∗)‖ = emin,
where ‖fl∈Nk(x∗)‖ denotes the minimum value of
‖fl∈Nk(xik)‖ when evaluated at xik = x∗.
(2) For all x ∈ X and k = 1, . . . , N , let
σmin = min
√
λmin(FTk (x)Fk(x))
and
σmax = max
√
λmax(FTk (x)Fk(x)),
where 0 < σmin < σmax <∞.
(3) Both Fl∈Nk (x) and Fk(x) are Lipschitz continuous on
X with Lipschitz constant ω > 0 such that
‖Fl∈Nk(x)− Fl∈Nk (y)‖ ≤ ω‖x− y‖
and
‖Fk(x)− Fk(y)‖ ≤ ω‖x− y‖
for all x, y ∈ X. Furthermore, we have the following results
[22]
‖FTk (x)fk(x)− FTk (y)fk(y)‖ ≤ γf‖x− y‖
and
‖FTk (x)Fk(x) − FTk (y)Fk(y)‖ ≤ γF ‖x− y‖,
where γf ≥ ω(emax + Σmax) and γF ≥ 2Σmaxω are the
corresponding Lipschitz constants.
In addition, the studying of the local convergence behavior
need to be considered from the global view of network, since
the performance of individual node depends on the whole
network including cooperation rule and network topology.
Thus, we introduce the global quantities
xiG , col{xi1, . . . , xiN}, (NM × 1)
X iG , col{X i1, . . . ,X iN}, (NM × 1)
x∗ , col{x∗, . . . , x∗}, (NM × 1)
DiG , col{Di1, . . . , DiN}, (NM × 1)
diG , col{di1, . . . , diN}, (NM × 1)
where
Dik , [Q
i
k(X )]−1qik(X ), k ∈ N ,
and
dik , [Q
i
k(x
i
k)]
−1qik(x
i
k), k ∈ N ,
A(xiG) , diag{Fl∈N1(xi1), . . . , Fl∈NN (xiN )}, (NN ×NM)
A(x∗) , diag{Fl∈N1(x∗), . . . , Fl∈NN (x∗)}, (NN ×NM)
b(xiG) , col{fl∈N1(xi1), . . . , fl∈NN (xiN )}, (NN × 1)
b(x∗) , col{fl∈N1(x∗), . . . , fl∈NN (x∗)}, (NN × 1)
where diag(·) is a block diagonal matrix whose entries are
those of the column vector {·}.
An N × N aggregate matrix C can be given with non-
negative real entries {ckl} that is redefined with the following
conditions
ckl = 0 if l /∈ Nk and
N∑
l=1
ckl = 1, ckl ≥ 0. (17)
Conditions (17) indicate that the sum of all entries on each
row of the matrix C is one, while the entry ckl of C shows
the degree of closeness between nodes k and l. We will see
the influence of selecting {ckl} on the performance of the
resulting algorithms in later simulations.
Similarly, we introduce an N ×N adjacency matrix Φ with
the element ϕkl ∈ {0, 1}, in which ϕkl = 1 if node k is linked
with node l; otherwise 0.
We also introduce the extended aggregate matrix G
G , C ⊗ IM , (NM ×NM)
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product operation and IM is the
M ×M identity matrix.
B. Temporal-spatial recursion relation
The temporal-spatial relation across network need to be
considered as a starting point of convergence analysis. First,
the diffusion strategy leads to the frequent spatial interaction
between the neighborhoods, thereby each node k is influenced
by both local information such as fk and spatial information
from neighbours l ∈ Nk such as {fl, xl}. Second, the
iteration way decides that the estimates and the local collected
information on each node k are time-variant, i.e., {f ik, xik}.
To begin with (9), we have
X iG = GxiG. (18)
Using (18), we rewrite the local diffusion GN update step
(11) as a global representation
xi+1G = Gx
i
G − αDiG. (19)
Accordingly, we get the global non-cooperative GN update
step
xi+1G = x
i
G − αdiG. (20)
Subtracting x∗ on both sides of the equation (19) and
embedding the equation (20), we get
xi+1G −x∗ = (GxiG−xiG)+ (xiG−x∗−αdiG)+α(diG−DiG).
(21)
Using the triangle inequality for vectors, we get the follow-
ing recursion
4‖xi+1G − x∗‖ ≤ ‖GxiG − xiG‖+ ‖xiG − x∗ − αdi‖
+α‖DiG − diG‖.
(22)
The inequality (22) can be regarded as a temporal-spatial
recursion relation, where the superscript i and the subscript G
reflect the evolution of diffusion GN algorithm from temporal
and spatial dimensions, respectively. And we establish the
relation between diffusion GN and non-cooperative diffusion
algorithms from the global perspective.
For the first term of the right side of (22), we have
‖GxiG − xiG‖ = ‖GxiG −Gx∗ + (x∗ − xiG)‖
≤ ‖GxiG −Gx∗‖+ ‖xiG − x∗‖
≤ ‖G‖F‖xiG − x∗‖+ ‖xiG − x∗‖
= (‖G‖F + 1)‖xiG − x∗‖,
(23)
where we use Gx∗ = x∗ based on the property of G.
For the second term of the right side of (22), we have the
following conclusion.
Lemma 1. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. The norm of
global vector xiG − x∗ − αdi satisfies the following recursion
‖xiG − x∗ − αdi‖ ≤ t1‖xiG − x∗‖2 + t2‖xiG − x∗‖, (24)
where
t1 ,
αω
2Σmin
, t2 ,
(1− α)Σmax
Σmin
+
√
2Nαωemin
Σ2min
(25)
Proof : See Appendix A.
Given (23) and (24), we rewrite the temporal-spatial recur-
sion relation (22) as
‖xi+1G − x∗‖ ≤ t1‖xiG − x∗‖2
+ (t2 + ‖G‖F + 1)‖xiG − x∗‖+ α‖DiG − diG‖.
(26)
Given the above, the left side of (26) is the network
deviation at time i + 1, while the right side of (26) will be
related to the network deviation ‖xiG − x∗‖ at time i if we
can confirm that ‖DiG − diG‖ shares the same character or is
bounded by a given constant ξ. Then, we can establish the
relation of the network deviation between the successive two
times in diffusion GN.
C. Boundness of descent discrepancy
DiG−diG denotes the GN descent discrepancy over network
between two modes of cooperative and non-cooperative. To
decide the boundness of the discrepancy, we first evaluate the
entry of DiG − diG, i.e., Dik − dik.
To begin the process, we write the entry as
Dik − dik = [Qik(X )]−1qik(X ) − [Qik(xik)]−1qik(xik), k ∈ N .
(27)
Because of the matrix inverse operator, we introduce two
quantities
Sik , Q
i
k(X ) −Qik(xik)
sik , q
i
k(X )− qik(xik).
(28)
And in order to lower the impact of inverse operator for
our analysis, the known matrix expansion formula [21] will
be used frequently in our analysis. That is
(Z + δZ)−1 =
∞∑
u=0
(−1)u(Z−1δZ)uZ−1 (29)
for any matrix Z and δZ if ‖Z−1δZ‖ < 1.
From (9), X ik is a convex combination of {xil} for l ∈ Nk.
Thus, Assumptions 1 and 2 hold for X ik.
Then we have
‖Sik‖ = ‖
∑
l∈Nk
[FTl (X il )Fl(X il )− FTl (xik)Fl(xik)]‖
≤
∑
l∈Nk
γF ‖X il − xik‖
(30)
and
‖sik‖ = ‖
∑
l∈Nk
[FTl (X il )fl(X il )− FTl (xik)fl(xik)]‖
≤
∑
l∈Nk
γf‖X il − xik‖.
(31)
From (30) and (31), both ‖Sik‖ and ‖sik‖ depend on ‖X il −
xik‖. We now study the boundness of X il − xik . Before that,
we define a 1×N vector
cl , row{cl1, cl2, . . . , clN}, l ∈ N
which is the l row of matrix C.
Evaluating the norm of X il − xik, we get
‖X il − xik‖ = ‖clxiG − cl1Nxik‖
≤ ‖cl‖‖xiG − 1Nxik‖
≤ ‖xiG − 1Nxik‖.
(32)
The block quantity xiG − 1Nxik represents the estimate
difference across the network at time i and is written by
xiG − 1Nxik = col{xi1 − xik, xi2 − xik, . . . , xiN − xik}
whose individual entry is a M × 1 vector.
For the norms of xil −xik and X il −xik, l, k ∈ N and i ≥ 1,
we have the following Lemmas.
Lemma 2. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. The estimate
difference between nodes l and k through the non-cooperative
GN update (14) is bounded by
‖xil − xik‖ ≤ Πi, i ≥ 1 (33)
where
Πi , a2
i∑
j=1
(a1)
j−1, (34)
a1 , 1 +
αnkl + 2αnklγf
2nlσ2min
, (35)
a2 ,
(nl + 3nk|l + 3nl|k)ασmaxεmax
2nlσ2min
, (36)
nkl denotes the number of nodes that are both in Nk and Nl,
nk|l denotes the number of nodes that are in Nk and not in
Nl.
Proof : See Appendix B.
Lemma 3. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. The estimate
difference between nodes l and k through the diffusion GN
update (11) is bounded by
‖X il − xik‖ ≤ NΠi, i ≥ 1, (37)
and
‖[Qik(xik)]−1Sik‖ < 1 (38)
5always holds under the sufficient condition
nkl > 0, (39)
where a1, a2, Q
i
k(x
i
k) and S
i
k are assigned by (35), (36), (15)
and (28), respectively.
Proof : See Appendix D.
The condition (39) means that any two nodes k and l in the
network have at least one common neighboring node, which
is more likely to be achieved by a small and dense network.
However, the condition can be relaxed in practice by allowing
that all nodes are linked over single-hop or multi-hops so that
it holds for the large scale networks. Thus, it is reasonable that
the sufficient condition ‖[Qik(xik)]−1Sik‖ < 1 for applying the
expansion formula in (27) always holds under Lemma 2.
Thus, we use the expansion formula (29) and the norm
operator on (27) as follows
‖Dik − dik‖
= ‖[Qik(xik) + Sik]−1[qik(xik) + sik]− [Qik(xik)]−1qik(xik)‖
= ‖[
∞∑
u=0
(−1)u((Qik(xik))−1Sik)u][Qik(xik)]−1[qik(xik) + sik]
− [Qik(xik)]−1qik(xik)‖
= ‖[
∞∑
u=1
(−1)u((Qik(xik))−1Sik)u][Qik(xik)]−1[qik(xik) + sik]
+ [Qik(x
i
k)]
−1sik‖
≤ ‖[Qik(xik)]−1sik‖+
‖[
∞∑
u=1
((Qik(x
i
k))
−1Sik)
u]‖‖[Qik(xik)]−1‖(‖qik(xik)‖+ ‖sik‖)
≤ NγfΠ
i
σ2min
+
(σmaxεmax +NγfΠ
i)ζi
σ2min(1− ζi)
,
(40)
where the last equality comes from the obtained results in-
cluding (106) (108) (113) (114) and the definitions (34) (115)
of Πi and ζi ∈ (0, 1) (see Appendixes C and D). From (97),
we know that Πi is a bounded quantity that depends on the
network topology.
Finally, we obtain the boundness conclusion as follows
‖DiG − diG‖ ≤ N‖Dik − dik‖
≤ N
2γfΠ
i
σ2min
+
(Nσmaxεmax +N
2γfΠ
i)ζi
σ2min(1− ζi)
, ξ.
(41)
D. Convergence with sufficient conditions
Given the constant ξ > 0 that satisfies (41), we rewrite the
global recursion relation (26) as
‖xi+1G − x∗‖
≤ t1‖G‖2‖xiG − x∗‖2 + t2‖G‖‖xiG − x∗‖+ αξ,
(42)
which can be regarded as a nonlinear discrete dynamical
system. Let yi , ‖xiG − x∗‖, we will simplify notation of
(42) with the general form
yi+1 ≤ t1‖G‖2(yi)2 + t2‖G‖yi + αξ, (43)
whose steady-state equilibrium is a level [23] that solves
y = φ(y) = t1‖G‖2y2 + t2‖G‖y + αξ. (44)
Note that the steady-state equilibrium means that the variable
yi is invariant under the law of motion indicated by the
dynamical system. With the expression (44), it is easy to know
that the recursion (43) is governed by the dynamical system
yi+1 = φ(yi). Thus, guaranteeing the stability of system
yi+1 = φ(yi) will be needed.
Solving (44), we get two steady-state equilibrium points as
follows
ymax =
1− t2‖G‖+
√
(1 − t2‖G‖)2 − 4t1αξ‖G‖2
2t1‖G‖2
(45)
and
ymin =
1− t2‖G‖ −
√
(1− t2‖G‖)2 − 4t1αξ‖G‖2
2t1‖G‖2
(46)
with the condition
(1 − t2‖G‖)2 − 4t1αξ‖G‖2 ≥ 0. (47)
The equilibrium point of the dynamical system (43) is
locally stable if and only if [23]
∣∣∣d(φ(y))
dy
∣∣∣ < 1, (48)
where
d(φ(y))
dy
is the first order derivative of φ(y) with respect
to y.
Thus, we know that ymax is unstable since∣∣∣d(φ(y))
dy
∣∣
ymax
∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣1 +√(1− t2‖G‖)2 − 4t1αξ‖G‖2
∣∣∣ > 1,
(49)
while ymin can be stable if∣∣∣d(φ(y))
dy
∣∣
ymin
∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣1−√(1 − t2‖G‖)2 − 4t1αξ‖G‖2
∣∣∣ < 1
(50)
holds.
From (50), we get the following constraints
1
t2 + 2
√
t1αξ
< ‖G‖ < t2 + 2
√
t22 − t1αξ
t22 − 4t1αξ
(51)
and
max{ t
2
2‖G‖2 − 2t2‖G‖ − 3
4t1ξ‖G‖2 , 0} < α
< min{ t
2
2‖G‖2 − 2t2‖G‖+ 1
4t1ξ‖G‖2 , 1},
(52)
where t1 and t2 are given by (25).
According to the locally stable theory for a steady-state
equilibria in discrete dynamical systems [23], under the con-
ditions (51) (52), as long as the initial condition y0 is smaller
than ymax, the nonlinear system (43) converges to the unique
steady-state equilibrium point ymin. That is
lim
i→∞
yi = ymin, if y0 < ymax. (53)
Considering ‖xiG − x∗‖ ≥ 0 and ymin < 0, we have
lim
i→∞
‖xiG − x∗‖ = 0, if ‖x0G − x∗‖ < ymax. (54)
In other words, the ATU algorithm converges asymptotically to
the minimizer x∗ if the initial global error ‖x0G−x∗‖ < ymax
holds. Conversely, the initial condition ‖x0G−x∗‖ > ymax will
lead to the instability of algorithm and the growing global error
level.
6E. Convergence behaviors
In this section, we try to provide a qualitative analysis
of the convergence behaviors for ATU and non-cooperative
algorithms. Starting from the global ATU update (19) and non-
cooperative GN update (20), and subtracting x∗ on both sides
of (19) and (20), we get
xi+1G − x∗ = GxiG − x∗ − αDiG
= GxiG −Gx∗ − αDiG + αD∗,iG ,
(55)
and
xi+1G − x∗ = xiG − x∗ − αdiG
= xiG − x∗ − αdiG + αd∗,iG ,
(56)
respectively, where we denote D∗,iG ,
col{D∗,i1 , D∗,i2 , . . . , D∗,iN }, d∗,iG , col{d∗,i1 , d∗,i2 , . . . , d∗,iN } and
D∗,ik , [Q
i
k(X )]−1qik(x∗) = 0, d∗,ik , [Qik(xik)]−1qik(x∗) = 0,
since qik(x
∗) = 0 and Gx∗ = x∗.
Applying the Triangle Inequality on the norm of (55) and
(56), we have
‖xi+1G − x∗‖ ≤ ‖GxiG −Gx∗‖+ α‖DiG −D∗,iG ‖
= ‖GxiG −Gx∗‖+ α‖ΛDρD‖
= ‖GxiG −Gx∗‖+ α‖ΛD‖‖ρD‖,
(57)
and
‖xi+1G − x∗‖ ≤ ‖xiG − x∗‖+ α‖diG − d∗,iG ‖
= ‖xiG − x∗‖+ α‖Λdρd‖
= ‖xiG − x∗‖+ α‖Λd‖‖ρd‖,
(58)
where we introduce the matrices
ΛD , diag{[Qi1(X )]−1, . . . , [QiN (X )]−1}, (NM ×NM),
(59)
Λd , diag{[Qi1(xi1)]−1, . . . , [QiN(xiN )]−1}, (NM ×NM),
(60)
and the vectors
ρD , col{qi1(X )− qi1(x∗), . . . , qiN (X ) − qiN (x∗)}, (NM × 1),
(61)
ρd , col{qi1(xi1)− qi1(x∗), . . . , qiN (xiN )− qiN (x∗)}, (NM × 1).
(62)
Then, ‖ρD‖ and ‖ρd‖ are bounded as
‖ρD‖ = [
N∑
k=1
‖
∑
l∈Nk
(FTl (X il )fl(X il )− FTl (x∗)fl(x∗)‖2]
1
2
≤ [
N∑
k=1
∑
l∈Nk
‖(FTl (X il )fl(X il )− FTl (x∗)fl(x∗)‖2]
1
2
≤ [
N∑
k=1
∑
l∈Nk
γ2f‖X il − x∗‖2]
1
2
= γf‖Ω(X iG − x∗)‖
(63)
and
‖ρd‖ = [
N∑
k=1
‖
∑
l∈Nk
(FTl (x
i
l)fl(x
i
l)− FTl (x∗)fl(x∗)‖2]
1
2
≤ [
N∑
k=1
∑
l∈Nk
‖(FTl (xil)fl(xil)− FTl (x∗)fl(x∗)‖2]
1
2
≤ [
N∑
k=1
∑
l∈Nk
γ2f‖xil − x∗‖2]
1
2
= γf‖Ω(xiG − x∗)‖,
(64)
where Ω is a NN × N matrix that can be written as a
N × 1 block vector whose k entry is the diagonal matrix
diag{ϕk1, . . . , ϕkN}.
Substituting (63) and (64) into (57) and (58), respectively,
we obtain the error recursions for our ATU algorithm and non-
cooperative algorithm as follows
‖xi+1G −x∗‖ ≤ ‖GxiG −Gx∗‖+ αγf‖ΛD‖‖Ω(X iG − x∗)‖
≤ ‖GxiG −Gx∗‖+ αγf‖ΛD‖‖Ω‖‖GxiG −Gx∗‖
≤ (1 + αγf‖ΛD‖‖Ω‖)‖G(xiG − x∗)‖
(65)
and
‖xi+1G −x∗‖ ≤ ‖xiG − x∗‖+ αγf‖Λd‖‖Ω(xiG − x∗)‖
≤ (1 + αγf‖Λd‖‖Ω‖)‖xiG − x∗‖.
(66)
From (6), we know that X ik is a convex combination of{xil} for l ∈ Nk. Thus, Assumption 1 holds for X ik. Under
Assumption 1(1), we have
‖[Qik(X )]−1‖ = ‖[
∑
l∈Nk
FTl (X il )Fl(X il )]−1‖ ≤
1
nkσmin
(67)
and
‖[Qik(xik)]−1‖ ≤
1
nkσmin
. (68)
Furthermore, we have
‖ΛD‖ ≤ 1
nkσmin
(69)
and
‖Λd‖ ≤ 1
nkσmin
. (70)
Thus, we know that 1+αγf‖ΛD‖‖Ω‖ and 1+αγf‖Λd‖‖Ω‖
are upper bounded by a small common constant when the
small step size is selected.
The recursions (65) and (66) describe how the global
error evolves over time for diffusion and non-cooperative GN
algorithms, respectively. It is important to note the difference
between the linear structure (65) and the nonlinear structure
(42). If we replace the lesser-or-equal with an equal sign
in (65), the resulted linear system will be unstable due to
(1+αγf‖ΛD‖‖Ω‖)‖G‖ > 1 if ‖G‖ ≥ 1 [23]. However, under
guaranteed convergence conditions for diffusion ATU, (65) and
(66) reveal the qualitative behavior of global error reduction
in ATU and non-cooperative GN algorithms, respectively.
To analyze the convergence behavior of diffusion GN algo-
rithm, we introduce the spectral radius of a square matrix,
which is defined as the largest absolute value among its
7eigenvalues and denoted by ρ(·). Because of G = C ⊗ IM ,
we have
ρ(G) = |λmax(G)| = |λmax(C ⊗ IM )|
≤ |λmax(C)||λmax(IM )| = |λmax(C)| = 1, (71)
where |λmax(C)| = 1 is based on the known conclusion
(Appendix C of [24]) if C satisfies (17). Thus, (71) indicates
that all eigenvalues of G are smaller than 1, i.e., |λ(G)| ≤ 1.
Whenever we select an aggregation matrix C based on (17)
so that |λ(C)| ≤ 1, the spectral radius of G representing
cooperative diffusion case is generally smaller than the spectral
radius of IN representing non-cooperation case. That is, the
cooperative diffusion GN algorithm will enforce a reduction
of error xiG − x∗ over the noncooperative version at every
iteration. In other words, the error norm ‖xiG−x∗‖ in cooper-
ation strategy decays more rapidly than that in non-cooperation
strategy. The above analysis confirms the role of diffusion step
in GN algorithm for improvements on convergence rate.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyze the convergence of a cooperative
diffusion GN paradigm for nonlinear least squares problems
in a distributed networked system. By the presented theoret-
ical results, we show that cooperation strategy can obtain a
room for improvement in term of convergence and guarantee
algorithm’s convergence when the derived sufficient conditions
are satisfied, i.e., the good initial guesses, reasonable step
size values and network connectivity. In order to avoid data
incest and double counting, future works will focus on optimal
estimate fusion, by which the network can adaptively adjust
the weights or select the good nodes participating in the
estimation.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
The vector xiG − x∗ − αdiG is the global representation of
xik − x∗ − αdik, which is written by
xik − x∗ − αdik = xik − x∗
− α[FTl∈Nk (xik)Fl∈Nk(xik)]−1FTl∈Nk (xik)fl∈Nk(xik)
= xik − x∗ − α[Fl∈Nk (xik)]+fl∈Nk(xik)
= xik − x∗ − α[Fl∈Nk (xik)]+fl∈Nk(xik)
+ α[Fl∈Nk (x
∗)]+fl∈Nk(x
∗),
(72)
where F+(·) denotes the generalized inverse of matrix F (·)
and we use [Fl∈Nk (x
∗)]+fl∈Nk(x
∗) = 0 according to As-
sumption 1.
According to the Assumption 1 and 2, we have the following
inferences
‖A(xiG)‖ ≤ Σmax, ‖[A(xiG)]+‖ ≤
1
Σmin
(73)
and
‖A(xiG)−A(x∗)‖ ≤ ω‖xiG − x∗‖. (74)
Thus, we can write the global representation as
xiG − x∗ − αdiG = [A(xiG)]+A(xiG)(xiG − x∗)
− α[A(xiG)]+b(xiG) + α[A(x∗)]+b(x∗)
= [A(xiG)]
+[A(xiG)(x
i
G − x∗)− αb(xiG) + αb(x∗)]
+ α[(A(x∗))+ − (A(xiG))+]b(x∗)
(75)
Using the mean-value theorem and (73) (74), we have
‖αb(x∗)− αb(xiG)−A(xiG)(x∗ − xiG)‖
= ‖α
∫ 1
0
A(xiG + u(x
∗ − xiG))(x∗ − xiG)du
−A(xiG)(x∗ − xiG)‖
= ‖α
∫ 1
0
[A(xiG + u(x
∗ − xiG))−A(xiG)](x∗ − xiG)du
− (1− α)A(xiG)(x∗ − xiG)‖
≤ α
∫ 1
0
‖A(xiG + u(x∗ − xiG))−A(xiG)‖du‖xiG − x∗‖
+ (1− α)Σmax‖xiG − x∗‖
≤ αω
2
‖xiG − x∗‖2 + (1− α)Σmax‖xiG − x∗‖.
(76)
Applying the Lemma 1 in [25], we have
‖(A(xiG))+ − (A(x∗))+‖ ≤√
2‖(A(x∗))+‖‖(A(xiG))+‖‖A(xiG)−A(x∗)‖
≤
√
2ω
Σ2min
‖xiG − x∗‖.
(77)
and
‖b(x∗)‖ ≤
N∑
k=1
‖fl∈Nk(x∗)‖ = Nemin. (78)
Therefore, substituting (76) (77) and (78) into (75) leads to
(24).
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
To use the expansion formula (29), we define
Eikl , Q
i
k(x
i
k)−Qil(xil) (79)
and
eikl , q
i
k(x
i
k)− qil (xil). (80)
Using (18), we can rewrite (79) and (80) as
Eikl =
∑
u∈Nk
FTu (x
i
k)Fu(x
i
k)−
∑
t∈Nl
FTt (x
i
l)Ft(x
i
l) (81)
and
eikl =
∑
u∈Nk
FTu (x
i
k)fu(x
i
k)−
∑
t∈Nl
FTt (x
i
l)ft(x
i
l). (82)
Now we use the mathematical induction to obtain the results
of Lemma 2.
A. Initial Case: i = 1
Given by the same initial estimate x0 = x0k = x
0
l , k, l ∈ N
for all nodes in the network and (14), we have
x1l − x1k = α[Q0k(x0k)]−1q0k(x0k)− α[Q0l (x0l )]−1q0l (x0l )
= α[Q0l (x
0
l ) + E
0
kl]
−1(q0l (x
0
l ) + e
0
kl)− α[Q0l (x0l )]−1q0l (x0l ).
(83)
We now consider the conditions (the below Corollary 1) for
applying the expansion formula (29) when we let Z = Q0l (x
0
l )
and δZ = E0kl.
8Corollary 1. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. The following
recursion can be obtained
‖Eikl‖ ≤ nklγF ‖xik − xil‖+ (nk|l + nl|k)σ2max, (84)
and ‖[Q0l (x0l )]−1E0kl‖ < 1 holds when the following condition
nk|l + nl|k
nl
<
σ2min
σ2max
< 1 (85)
is satisfied.
Proof : See Appendix C.
From (85), ‖[Q0l (x0l )]−1E0kl‖ < 1 holds for a reasonable
large denominator nl and a reasonable small numerator nk|l+
nl|k. In other words, a high connectivity for the network is
helpful for diffusion GN algorithm.
Under Corollary 1, we use the the expansion formula (29)
as follows
[Q0l (x
0
l ) + E
0
kl]
−1[q0l (x
0
l ) + e
0
kl]− [Q0l (x0l )]−1q0l (x0l )
= [
∞∑
u=0
(−1)u((Q0l (x0l ))−1E0kl)u((Q0l (x0l ))−1][q0l (x0l ) + e0kl]
− [Q0l (x0l )]−1q0l (x0l )
= [
∞∑
u=1
(−1)u((Q0l (x0l ))−1E0kl)u][(Q0l (x0l ))−1][q0l (x0l ) + e0kl]
+ [Q0l (x
0
l )]
−1e0kl
(86)
Substituting (86) into (83), for convenience of notation, we
define
x1l − x1k , α(p01 + p02) (87)
where p01 and p
0
2 correspond sequentially to the last two terms
of (86), respectively.
Now we evaluate the norm of the vectors p01 and p
0
2.
According to the CBS inequality and the triangle inequality,
we have
‖p01‖ ≤ (
∞∑
u=1
‖(Q0l (x0l ))−1E0kl‖)u‖[Q0l (x0l )]−1‖‖q0l (x0l ) + e0kl‖
≤ (nl + nk|l + nl|k)σmaxεmax
nlσ2min
∞∑
u=1
[
(nk|l + nl|k)σ
2
max
nlσ2min
]u
(88)
where we use (106) (107) (108) for i = 0 and (110).
We set
(nk|l + nl|k)σ
2
max
nlσ2min
= µ0kl ∈ (0, 1),
(88) can be rewritten as
‖p01‖ ≤
(nl + nk|l + nl|k)σmaxεmaxµ
0
kl
nlσ2min(1 + µ
0
kl)
≤ (nl + nk|l + nl|k)σmaxεmax
2nlσ2min
.
(89)
For the norm of p02, we have
‖p02‖ ≤
(nk|l + nl|k)σmaxεmax
nlσ2min
. (90)
Therefore,
‖x1l − x1k‖ ≤ α(‖p01‖+ ‖p02‖), (91)
where ‖p01‖ and ‖p02‖ are given by (90) and (91), respectively.
Therefore, we have ‖x1l − x1k‖ ≤ a2.
B. Induction: i = I and i = I + 1
For i = I and any l 6= k, let
‖xIl − xIk‖ ≤ a2
I∑
j=1
(a1)
j−1
(92)
holds, where a1 and a2 are given by (35) and (36), respectively.
Then for i = I + 1, we have
xI+1l − xI+1k
= xIl − xIk + α[QIk(xIk)]−1qIk(xIk)− α[QIl (xIl )]−1qIl (xIl )
= xIl − xIk + α[QIl (xIl ) + EIkl]−1(qIl (xIl ) + eIkl)
− α[QIl (xIl )]−1qIl (xIl ).
(93)
To apply the the expansion formula (29) here, substituting
(92) into (109) for i = I , the following condition
‖[QIl (xIl )]−1EIkl‖
≤
nklγFa2
I∑
j=1
(a1)
j−1 + (nk|l + nl|k)σ
2
max
nlσ2min
, µIkl < 1
(94)
need to be satisfied. Substituting (35) and (36) into the above
inequality, we get
α[(1 + αθ)I+1 − (1 + αθ)]
<
nlσ
2
min − (nk|l + nl|k)σ2max
nklγF (nl + 3nk|l + 3nl|k)σmaxεmax
,
(95)
where
θ ,
nkl + 2nklγf
2nlσ2min
. (96)
The left side of (95) is an increasing exponential function
of the iteration time I . It is a reasonable assumption that the
inequality (95) holds at any time I when we set a sufficiently
small step size parameter α. When (94) is satisfied, we obtain
the following useful conclusion
‖xIl − xIk‖ ≤
nlσ
2
min − (nk|l + nl|k)σ2max
nklγF
. (97)
For (93), we can bound ‖xI+1l − xI+1k ‖ by using the
expansion formula (29)
‖xI+1l − xI+1k ‖ ≤ ‖xIl − xIk‖+ α(‖pI1‖+ ‖pI2‖), (98)
where we define pI1 and p
I
2 that are similar to (87), and
‖pI1‖ ≤ (
∞∑
u=1
‖(QIl (xIl ))−1EIkl‖)u‖[QIl (xIl )]−1‖‖qIl (xIl ) + eIkl‖
≤ (nl + nk|l + nl|k)σmaxεmax + nkl‖x
I
l − xIk‖
nlσ2min
∞∑
u=1
[µIkl]
u
≤ (nl + nk|l + nl|k)σmaxεmax + nkl‖x
I
l − xIk‖
nlσ2min
µIkl
1 + µIkl
≤ (nl + nk|l + nl|k)σmaxεmax + nkl‖x
I
l − xIk‖
2nlσ2min
(99)
and
‖pI2‖ ≤
nklγf‖xIl − xIk‖+ (nk|l + nl|k)σmaxεmax
nlσ2min
.
(100)
9Substituting (99) (100) into (98) and rearranging them, we
obtain
‖xI+1l − xI+1k ‖ ≤ a1‖xIl − xIk‖+ a2. (101)
Substituting (92) into (101), we can obtain
‖xI+1l − xI+1k ‖ ≤ a1a2
I∑
j=1
(a1)
j−1 + a2
= a2(a1
I∑
j=1
(a1)
j−1 + 1)
= a2
I+1∑
j=1
(a1)
j−1.
(102)
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
Starting from (81), we get
Eikl =
∑
u∈Nk
FTu (x
i
k)Fu(x
i
k)−
∑
t∈Nl
FTt (x
i
l)Ft(x
i
l)
=
∑
u∈Nkl
[FTu (x
i
k)Fu(x
i
k)− FTu (xil)Fu(xil)]
+
∑
u∈Nk|l
FTu (x
i
k)Fu(x
i
k)−
∑
t∈Nl|k
FTt (x
i
l)Ft(x
i
l)
(103)
and
eikl =
∑
u∈Nk
FTu (x
i
k)fu(x
i
k)−
∑
t∈Nl
FTt (x
i
l)ft(x
i
l)
=
∑
u∈Nkl
[FTu (x
i
k)fu(x
i
k)− FTu (xil)fu(xil)]
+
∑
u∈Nk|l
FTu (x
i
k)fu(x
i
k)−
∑
t∈Nl|k
FTt (x
i
l)ft(x
i
l)
(104)
Then from Assumption 2 and the CBS Inequality, we get
‖Eikl‖ ≤ nklγF ‖xik − xil‖+ (nk|l + nl|k)σ2max (105)
and
‖[Qil(xil)]−1‖ ≤
1
nlσ2min
. (106)
Based on Assumption 2, ‖fu∈Nk(xik)‖2 =∑
u∈Nk
‖fu(xik)‖2 ≤ e2max and ‖fu∈Nk(xik)‖2 ≥ e2min, thus
‖fu(xik)‖ has the upper and lower bounds for all k ∈ N and
xik ∈ X. For convenience, we let εmin ≤ ‖fu(xik)‖ ≤ εmax.
Thus, we have σminεmin ≤ ‖FTu (xik)fu(xik)‖ ≤ σmaxεmax
and get
‖eikl‖ ≤ nklγf‖xik − xil‖+ (nk|l + nl|k)σmaxεmax, (107)
and
‖qil(xil)‖ =
∑
t∈Nl
FTt (x
i
l)ft(x
i
l) ≤ nlσmaxεmax. (108)
Thus, we have
‖[Qil(xil)]−1Eikl‖ ≤
nklγF ‖xik − xil‖+ (nk|l + nl|k)σ2max
nlσ2min
.
(109)
To ensure ‖[Q0l (x0l )]−1E0kl‖ < 1 when given x0k = x0l , we
obtain the following condition
‖[Q0l (x0l )]−1E0kl‖ ≤
(nk|l + nl|k)σ
2
max
nlσ2min
< 1. (110)
To further rewrite (110), we get (85).
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
Under Lemma 2 and the inequality (32), we know that
‖X il − xik‖ is also bounded by
‖X il − xik‖ ≤ N‖xil − xik‖. (111)
Thus, (37) can be obtained.
Thus, we can replace (30) (31) as
‖Sik‖ ≤ NnkγFΠi (112)
and
‖sik‖ ≤ NnkγfΠi. (113)
Setting Z = Qik(x
i
k) and δZ = S
i
k, we have
‖[Qik(xik)]−1Sik‖ ≤ ‖[Qik(xik)]−1‖‖Sik‖
≤ NnkγFΠ
i
σ2min
.
(114)
Now defining
NnkγFΠ
i
σ2min
, ζi (115)
for subsequent use, and solving ζi < 1 and combining (97),
an inequality is obtained as
(Nnknl − nkl)σ2min < Nnk(nk|l + nl|k)σ2max. (116)
By rewriting (85) as follows
(nk|l + nl|k)σ
2
max < nlσ
2
min (117)
and substituting it into (116) gives
nkl > 0. (118)
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